Immediate Opening for Moving Company Employee

Local moving company seeks residential mover starting as soon as next week. Ideal applicant holds a valid VA driver’s license, willing to work areas ranging from Wytheville, VA to 150+ miles for long distance moves. Hours can vary based on moves so this means a flexible schedule. Great opportunity for college students!

Pay Rate: $15 per hour

Duties of a Mover:

- Loading and unloading of furniture from the previous location to its new designated location by either hand or dolly
- Packing and unpacking of client possessions.
- Mover is responsible for assisting the client in moving the things in the area of relocation and placing these things to its appropriate places.
- Taking inventory of necessary moving supplies and materials.
- Wrapping of furniture or other fragile items to prevent damage.
- Pads, stacks, and secures items in position on truck to prevent damage during shipment.
- Movers are also tasked in cleaning up the areas and assuring that everything has been delivered in the exact location.
- Mover must have a great lifting technique to avoid getting them injured and to prevent damaging the item.
- Assist in cleaning truck, and equipment
- Must wear attire acceptable to Landmark Moving Services LLC (company t shirt provided)
- Hours per week may vary depending on the demand of the clients and in the event of long-distance overnight moves.
- No previous education or experience needed, but is preferable. Communication skills and reliability are a MUST, and individual must be physically fit to perform the task.

Please contact Landmark Moving Services LLC by email or phone if this sounds like the opportunity for you. Email: landmarkmovingllc@gmail.com Phone: (540) 773-2295 Ext 101